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Abstract

Video-language embeddings are a promising avenue for
injecting semantics into visual representations, but exist-
ing methods capture only short-term associations between
seconds-long video clips and their accompanying text. We
propose HierVL, a novel hierarchical video-language em-
bedding that simultaneously accounts for both long-term
and short-term associations. As training data, we take
videos accompanied by timestamped text descriptions of
human actions, together with a high-level text summary
of the activity throughout the long video (as are available
in Ego4D). We introduce a hierarchical contrastive train-
ing objective that encourages text-visual alignment at both
the clip level and video level. While the clip-level con-
straints use the step-by-step descriptions to capture what
is happening in that instant, the video-level constraints use
the summary text to capture why it is happening, i.e., the
broader context for the activity and the intent of the ac-
tor. Our hierarchical scheme yields a clip representation
that outperforms its single-level counterpart as well as a
long-term video representation that achieves SotA results on
tasks requiring long-term video modeling. HierVL success-
fully transfers to multiple challenging downstream tasks
(in EPIC-KITCHENS-100, Charades-Ego, HowTo100M) in
both zero-shot and fine-tuned settings.

1. Introduction
Understanding human activity in video is a fundamental

vision problem with abundant applications in augmented re-
ality, robotics, and information retrieval. The field has made
exciting advances, from new models for recognition [24,
53, 86] and self-supervised representations [55, 58, 61, 90]
to major datasets [16, 34, 63, 74, 106]. Nonetheless, activity
understanding in video lags noticeably behind object under-
standing in images, where today’s AI models compete well
with people.

One key reason for this discrepancy is the fact that
whereas objects present themselves directly in the pixels—
no subtext required—activity naturally has broad temporal
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Summary: C made salad dressings with some oil and sauce

4 minutes

C opens the fridge

Standard Embedding

C places a bottle of
vinegar on table 

Our Hierarchical Embedding

C opens the tap 

Figure 1. Conventional video-language embeddings are trained
to match short-term clips with their corresponding descriptions,
e.g., open tap (in orange boxes), thus capturing what is happen-
ing. Our hierarchical video-language embedding (in dotted blue
box) learns both short-term and long-term visual-text relations,
thereby capturing why is it happening (e.g., making salad dress-
ing). Long-term intent is conveyed by textual summaries (blue)
that give an abstractive summary of the whole video, and comple-
ment the more literal step-by-step narrations (green).

context rooted in the human actor’s (latent) intentions. Not
only does an activity stretch across video frames, but also its
interpretation relies on the larger context of what the person
is trying to accomplish. Thus, there is a natural hierarchy
of information in video, starting with the short-term “what
the person is literally doing right now” (e.g., reaching for
the stove) and going all the way to the long-term “what the
person aims to do” (e.g., cook dinner).

As a step towards capturing this hierarchy, we explore
video-language representation learning. Video often has ac-
companying timestamped text, whether from spoken nar-
rations in a how-to video [63, 75, 106], closed caption text
and scripts [9,76], or deliberate text annotations [16,34,91].
Existing video-language models learn a correspondence be-
tween the two modalities by matching short video segments
with their text counterpart, typically with a learned embed-
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ding [3,55,61,90] that produces a language-enriched video
clip encoder. However, this standard approach risks captur-
ing only the short-term actions. Granular comments such
as “now I pour milk in the pan” or “he picked up a wa-
ter hose” fail to capture the overall goal of the activity, like
making a coffee or cleaning a car. As a result, at inference
time their encodings for unseen videos can be myopic and
miss sequential dependencies between observed events.

To tackle this problem, we introduce HierVL: a novel
hierarchical video-language model that captures both short-
term actions and long-term intents in video. Unlike standard
video-language embeddings, our method aims to simulta-
neously capture the immediate observed actions as well as
their contribution to the longer-term goal. To that end, given
training video accompanied by timestamped clip-level text
descriptions as well as global (video-level) text summaries,
HierVL learns a video-text embedding for hierarchical tem-
poral understanding using two layers of contrastive learn-
ing. The top (parent) layer encourages the aggregated video
clips to be close to the overarching textual summary (e.g.,
he makes spaghetti dinner), while the bottom (child) layer
trains individual clips to be similar to their respective de-
scriptions (e.g., he turns on the cooker). See Fig. 1.

To our knowledge, ours is the first work to create a hier-
archical video-language embedding. Our idea to blend ab-
stract textual summaries with literal text descriptions is new.
Furthermore, our model design addresses constituent tech-
nical challenges—namely, we circumvent the typical ex-
pense of long-term feature learning [4, 43, 86] by using ag-
gregation of short-term features, and we show how to jointly
train with two levels of annotation in a way that staves off
catastrophic forgetting of either layer.

This hierarchical training yields not only global video-
level representations that capture long-term information
(e.g., intent and temporal dependencies), but also clip-level
video features that are more expressive than those tradi-
tionally learned via single-level schemes. This happens by
means of our parent-child learning framework, which re-
quires the aggregation of clip features within a video to
match the long-term context captured by the summary.

We demonstrate our model by training with the narra-
tions and summaries in the 3,670-hour egocentric video
dataset Ego4D [13, 34]. We show that HierVL outperforms
strong baselines and state-of-the-art methods for multiple
video benchmarks, successfully transferring its pretrained
representation for inference on Charades-Ego [74], EPIC-
KITCHENS [16], and HowTo100M [63].1 We evaluate
our representations on both hierarchy levels. In particu-
lar, at the time of submission, HierVL achieves state-of-the-
art performance on Ego4D Long Term Anticipation (LTA),
Charades-Ego Action Recognition, EPIC-KITCHENS-100

1Note that we do not need any text or summary annotations for these
downstream datasets and tasks.

Multi-Instance Retrieval (zero-shot and fine-tuned settings),
and HowTo100M Long Video Classification.

2. Related Work
Activity recognition and detection. Video understand-

ing spans tasks like action recognition [24, 32, 48, 53, 86],
action anticipation [2, 26, 28, 30, 60], procedure learning
[5, 8, 10, 64, 102], and action localization [90, 94, 101, 106].
Various video datasets facilitate research in these direc-
tions, including Internet video collections like HowTo100M
[63], YouCookII [105], and CrossTask [106], as well as
freshly recorded datasets like CharadesEgo [74], EPIC-
KITCHENS [16], and Ego4D [13, 34]. As a training re-
source, we use Ego4D [13,34], a large-scale diverse collec-
tion of in-the-wild wearable camera videos of daily-life ac-
tivity around the world. The Ego4D videos have low-level
text descriptions (“narrations”) of every action performed
by the camera wearer, as well as video-level summaries,
making them well-suited for our idea.

Long-form video representations. Longer videos
introduce computational bottlenecks, making long-form
video understanding challenging. There are several
workarounds to make the task computationally feasible.
Traditional methods include using pre-computed features
that minimize backpropagation requirements [1, 20, 31, 85,
95] or decreasing the frame-rate [25, 38, 43, 46, 54, 87, 97,
104, 107]. Recent methods mitigate the computational re-
quirements by creating a “feature-bank” [84] or caching
memory [86]. Structured state space sequence models (S4)
[35, 39] reduce the quadratic complexity of self-attention
to linear, enabling efficient training of long-sequence tasks.
Another promising approach is to aggregate fine-grained
clip-level features [4, 27, 62, 67, 77, 78, 80, 82, 96] into
an overall video representation, as typically employed for
video classification tasks. While all these methods are
video-only, we propose a multi-modal long-form represen-
tation for both visual and textual modalities.

Joint video and language learning. The idea of pro-
jecting visual and language representations in the same em-
bedding space is widely used for multi-modal understand-
ing [3, 55, 61, 63, 90]. Such joint representations enable
several tasks, like language grounding in images [14, 21,
57, 59, 72], image captioning [36, 51, 65, 81, 98], and im-
age retrieval [19, 37, 44, 49, 99], as well as text-to-video re-
trieval [11,23,58,90,103], video captioning [29,58,79,89],
and video question answering [45,47,50,69,92,93]. Several
of these methods [55, 58, 61, 63, 90] use contrastive learn-
ing (e.g., InfoNCE [66]) and match video clips (or images)
with their narrations (or captions) in a self-supervised man-
ner. The self-supervised model in [70] uses both narrow and
broad windows of visual and audio, and focuses on short-
form video (e.g., Kinetics 5s clips). HERO [50] uses a hi-
erarchical loss between video clips (few seconds long) and
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their frames using only clip-level text, while [100] enhances
parent-level understanding for video-to-para retrieval and
action recognition by concatenating text sentences to form
(non-abstractive) paragraphs for hierarchical training.

All these methods only focus on localized narra-
tions/captions. A single text sentence is matched to a clip
that is typically a few seconds long. There are two reasons
for choosing smaller temporal windows: a) the narrations
typically span only a few seconds, and b) longer clips intro-
duce computational overload that makes training difficult.
In contrast, we devise a hierarchical approach to use both
clip-level narrations spanning a few seconds and abstractive
video-level summaries spanning several minutes. We show
that clip feature aggregation makes learning computation-
ally feasible, and that using such hierarchical text descrip-
tions improve both clip-level and video-level tasks.

3. Technical Approach

We propose HierVL, a novel video-language model
that captures both clip- and video-level relations. Fig. 2
overviews our method. Next, we describe the annota-
tions (Sec. 3.1), formalize the embedding learning ap-
proach (Sec. 3.2), and discuss the feature aggregation strat-
egy (Sec. 3.3). Finally, we describe the loss function
(Sec. 3.4), training process (Sec. 3.5), and implementation
details (Sec. 3.6).

3.1. Hierarchical video annotations

Consider a hierarchically annotated video dataset,
DL = {(Vi, Ni, Si)}|DL|

i=1 where Vi is a long video, Ni

is a sequence of text narrations describing every atomic ac-
tion in the video, and Si is a high-level text summary for the
whole video. Notationally, Vi = {vij}|Vi|

j=1 is an ordered
collection of short clips v (each spanning a few seconds)
and Ni = {nij}|Ni|

j=1 is an ordered collection of narrations
n. Note that there is no constraint on the temporal span of
the video Vi, but in our experiments they are typically in
minutes. As an illustration, nij can be “he cleans the paint-
ing brush” or “he rubs the excess paint” whereas high-level
summary Si will be “he was painting in a drawing room”.
The clip vij contains a visual demonstration of the narration
nij , whereas Si is an abstractive summary of the full video
Vi. The idea is for clip-level representations to capture fine-
grained actions in a video, while video-level representations
should capture the overall goal of the task.

We leverage the Ego4D dataset [13, 34] for training our
model. Ego4D consists of 3,670 hours of wearable cam-
era video of daily-life activity, as captured by 931 unique
camera wearers around the world. Among the Ego4D an-
notations are text descriptions (“narrations”) of every ac-
tion performed by the camera wearer, as well as video-
level text summaries, which meet our requirements for N

and S, respectively. The free-form narrations are written at
timepoints selected by the annotators to capture every ac-
tion performed. Specifically, annotators first watched a full
5-minute video and wrote a short 1-3 sentence summary
for the overall activity and environment. Then annotators
were asked to pretend they were describing everything oc-
curring in the video to a friend on the phone who cannot
see the video. The result is a temporally dense play-by-play
description—13.2 sentences per minute on average, for a to-
tal of 3.85M sentences (see Appendix D in [34] for details).

3.2. Hierarchical joint video and text embedding

In our hierarchical setup, we have short-term video seg-
ment v and short-term text n. We want to learn short-
term representations fv(v) and fn(n), which we refer to
as the visual short-term features and the textual short-term
features. At the long-term level, we have V and N as a
collection of multiple v and multiple n, respectively. Si-
multaneously, we want to learn long-term representations
fV (V ) and fN (N) (referred to as long-term visual feature
and long-term text feature, respectively). Finally, we have
fn(S), the long-term summary feature, which is typically a
few sentences long and hence is also encoded with fn.

The goal is to project v, n, V,N, S into a common space
such that semantically related features are close. Mathemat-
ically, for any suitably selected similarity metric sim() and
∀i1, i2, j1, j2 such that (i1, j1) ̸= (i2, j2), we would like
to fulfill a child-level matching constraint:

sim (fv(vi1j1), fn(ni1j1)) > sim(fv(vi1j1), fn(ni1j2))
(1)

and ∀i, j such that i ̸= j, as well as parent-level matching
constraints:

sim(fV (Vi), fn(Si)) > sim(fV (Vi), fn(Sj)) (2)
sim(fN (Ni), fn(Si)) > sim(fN (Ni), fn(Sj)). (3)

Overall, Eq. 1 implies corresponding short-term representa-
tions should have higher similarity than non-matching ones,
Eq. 2 (and Eq. 3) implies a video (and narrations) should
have a higher similarity with its summary than with other
summaries. Note that since we project both short-term and
long-term features into a common space, we are allowing
features even at different hierarchical levels to come close
in the embedding space if they are semantically similar.

3.3. Efficient long-term features via aggregation

Obtaining long-term features is challenging in both vi-
sual and text modalities. Directly computing a long-term
visual feature requires more resources due to its large video
size and often leads to inferior performance and memory
overflows [4, 43, 84, 86]. Self-attention models are suit-
able architectures for capturing long-term dependencies, but
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Visual
Encoder

Child-level contrastive learning setup

Text  
Encoder

Contrastive
Learning

C reads the novel book

Parent-level contrastive learning setup
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Learning

C was in a studio and 
he played a piano 

C turns on right cooker

C levels the wall 

C plays the keyboard 
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button
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of our proposed approach. In the clip-level contrastive learning setup (top), we match video clips with
their corresponding narrations. The selected clips in one batch are from different videos, as shown. In our novel parent-level contrastive
learning setup (bottom), we sample short-term features and aggregate them into a long-term representation followed by contrastive match-
ing with the summary feature. These clips are sampled from the same video. Note that fv and fn are common in both stages, and also
trainable in both. (For simplicity, figure only shows positive pairs in the contrastive setup.)

they are challenging to apply to large collections of text sen-
tences (e.g., long documents) due to quadratic dependence
on the token sequence length in transformer models [18].
Longformer [6] mitigates this problem by multi-level global
and local attentions.

Taking inspiration from these works in both visual and
textual domains, we use aggregations of short-term features
as long-term representations fV and fN . Following this
strategy, we define the long-term visual representation fV

as fV (Vi) = Agg
(
{fv(vij)}|Vi|

j=1

)
. Similarly, the long-

term textual representation fN is defined as fN (Ni) =

Agg
(
{fn(nij)}|Ni|

j=1

)
. We consider two aggregator func-

tions Agg(.). The first uses a self-attention transformer
block in order to capture long-term dependencies over the
entire video. We use positional encodings in order to pro-
vide the model with the ability to embed temporal order in-
formation in the video-level representation. We denote with
HierVL-SA the variant of our model based on this self-
attention aggregator. The second form of aggregation that
we consider is simple average pooling (i.e., a parameter-free
aggregator), which produces long-term features with equal
contributions from all short-term features. This aggregator
does not preserve order information. We name his version
HierVL-Avg. We use the same aggregator in both modali-

ties since f(v) and f(n) have the same dimensions (and, in
fact, equal values for matching visual-text pairs in an ideal
contrastive training).

3.4. Contrastive pretraining objective

As introduced previously, we learn the representations at
two levels—child-level fv, fn and parent-level fV , fN . For
child level representations, the pretraining objective is sim-
ilar to prior work [55, 61, 63, 90] that relates short-term vi-
sual representations to short-term textual representations. In
particular, we use a variant of EgoNCE [55], an action- and
scene-aware variation of InfoNCE [66]. EgoNCE groups
similar actions as positives and temporally close distinct
actions as hard negatives. In contrast, we omit the latter,
since our hierarchical setup ought to bring together distinct
actions with the same camera-wearer intent. Overall, the
short-term pretraining objective is:

Lchild =
1

|B̃|

∑
i∈B̃

log

(∑
j∈P̃i

exp(fv(vi)T fn(nj))∑
j∈B̃ exp(fv(vi)T fn(nj))

)

where B̃ is the overall set of short-term features and P̃ is the
per-instance set of action-aware positive samples (see [55]
for details). See Fig. 2 (top).
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At the parent level, we use a similar pretraining objec-
tive between S-V and S-N . See Fig. 2 (bottom). As dis-
cussed in Sec. 3.3, we aggregate v to obtain V (and ag-
gregate n to get N ). Since the short-term matching already
contrasts v and n, we do not contrast fV and fN again at the
parent-level. Overall, the long-term pretraining objective is
Lparent = LSV

parent + LSN
parent where

LSV
parent =

1

|B̃|

∑
i∈B̃

log

(∑
j∈P̃i

exp(fV (Vi)
T fn(Sj))∑

j∈B̃ exp(fV (Vi)T fn(Sj))

)

and similarly for LSN
parent. For the parent-level feature, neg-

atives for a summary text Si are both visual and textual rep-
resentations chosen from outside the temporal span of Si.

3.5. Training strategy

So far, we discussed our approach for hierarchical video-
language pretraining. To realize this setup, we employ a
joint training approach. First, we train m batches of short-
term visual and textual pairs (v, n) — thus training fv and
fn. Subsequently, we train one batch of long-term fea-
tures — thereby training fV and fN . Recall that fV (.) =
Agg(fv(.)) and fN (.) = Agg(fn(.)). Therefore, in this
batch, we update the weights of Agg as well as short-term
fv and fn. The contrastive objective is detailed in Sec. 3.4.

The motivation behind training both levels of annota-
tions together is to ensure the functions fv and fn opti-
mize for both short-term and long-term features, i.e., both
are influenced by the text summaries. Other alternatives
are (a) using separate models for clip-level and video-level
features, but that increases the parameters in the model
and makes the training difficult (both in terms of conver-
gence and GPU usage), and (b) training with only clip-level
data and fine-tuning it for video-level (or vice-versa), but
such strategies are known to lead to catastrophic forget-
ting [33, 41, 42].

Fig. 3 visualizes the learned features for 500 summary
texts and their child narrations using our fn (left) and
EgoVLP’s features (right). While summary features in
EgoVLP are unrelated to the narrations, HierVL captures
their natural hierarchy, as seen by the colors clustering to-
gether in the embedding space. This reshaping of the fea-
tures reflects how our clip-level features convey context
about the higher-level intent of the camera wearer.

3.6. Implementation Details

Network architecture. To learn the video feature extrac-
tor fv , we use a standard FrozenInTime [3] video back-
bone, which is a slight deviation from TimeSformer [7]
and inspired from ViT [22]. ViT-based vision transform-
ers are frequently used as a feature extractor [55, 68] ow-
ing to their superior performance compared to other back-
bones. The video representation fv is learned from scratch;

HierVL-SA EgoVLP

Parent-level Summary Child-level Narrations

Figure 3. T-SNE plot of learned features from our HierVL-SA
(left) and EgoVLP [55] (right). See text and Supp. for details.

the output representation is the output of the final CLS to-
ken. We choose frames at 1 fps for short-term clips. Next,
the text feature extractor fn is a DistillBERT [71] architec-
ture which achieves performance on-par with BERT [18]
but offers the benefit of being lighter.
Aggregator. Our HierVL-SA variant is implemented by
means of a 6-layer self-attention block of the TimeSformer
architecture [7] and HierVL-Avg is averaging of features.
In order to have a constant batch size, for both HierVL-SA
and HierVL-Avg, we aggregate 16 short-term representa-
tions uniformly sampled from the entire video.
Training setup and parameters. We pretrain our archi-
tecture on 4 nodes, each with eight 32 GB NVIDIA V100
GPUs for 10 epochs for two days. We use AdamW [56]
optimizer with a learning rate of 3 × 10−5. We train one
batch of video-level aggregation after every m = 5 epoch
of clip-level training. We use a batch size of 16 per GPU for
short-term contrastive learning and 1 per GPU for long-term
video-level contrastive learning. Recall that one video-level
batch consists of 16 clips of the same video.

4. Experiments
We first pretrain our architecture with the setup and pa-

rameters discussed in Sec. 3.6 and report its results on
multiple tasks aimed directly at gauging the quality of the
learned video features (Sec. 4.1). Next, we show that our
pretrained model improves the state of the art on a variety
of downstream tasks covering both short- and long-term un-
derstanding (Sec. 4.2).

4.1. Pretraining Evaluation

We use Ego4D [13, 34] for our contrastive pretraining.
Ego4D has two-level hierarchical annotations—short-term
step-by-step narrations and a long-term summary of the
demonstration as observed by an annotator. We maintain
the same training and validation split as in [55]. Overall,
there are 3.8M short-term narrations and 120K long-term
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Joint EgoMCQ
Method train Hier Summ Aggregation Summ MCQ Shuffle MCQ Inter-video Intra-video
EgoVLP [55] — — 90.6 57.2
EgoVLP (reproduced) — ✗ ✗ ✗ 89.0 20.0 90.1 54.0
HierVL-Avg (Ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ Average 95.2 20.0 90.3 53.1
HierVL-SA (Ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ Self-attention 95.4 26.8 90.5 52.4
HierVL-w/o Joint ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ 89.8 24.2 72.0 29.4
HierVL-w/o Hier ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ 93.7 20.0 90.7 50.5
HierVL-w/o Summ ✓ ✓ ✗ Self-attention 20.0 22.1 90.8 52.1
HierVL-w/o Summ ↔ Narr ✓ ✓ ✓ Self-attention 94.7 26.1 90.4 50.0

Table 1. Pretraining accuracy on EgoMCQ, SummaryMCQ, and ShuffleMCQ on Ego4D pretraining, compared to EgoVLP (top) and
ablations. For all validation sets, chance corresponds to 20.0 accuracy. Our proposed method using both hierarchy and long-term summary
performs better than all baselines on the long-term SummaryMCQ and ShufleMCQ tasks. As expected, both methods are comparable in
the short-term MCQ task. —: N/A, bold is best, underline is second best.

summary annotations.
Pretraining evaluation tasks. We evaluate the qual-
ity of pretraining on three tasks defined on the Ego4D
dataset: EgoMCQ (multiple-choice-question, introduced in
EgoVLP [55]), as well as two new benchmarks that we pro-
pose — SummaryMCQ and ShuffleMCQ. In EgoMCQ, the
model is given a narration prompt along with five candidate
clips and must match the prompt with the correct video clip,
with accuracy as the performance metric. Intra-video and
Inter-video are two splits of the validation data where the
candidate video clips are selected from the same or the other
videos, respectively. SummaryMCQ mimics the video-
language matching test of EgoMCQ but here the model is
given a summary and five candidate long-term video op-
tions. The options are videos spanning the whole summary
duration. While EgoMCQ validates clip-level performance,
SummaryMCQ validates video-level performance. Finally,
ShuffleMCQ is designed to evaluate temporal understand-
ing: a summary text is given, and only the correct option
maintains the temporal order among clips. The other four
video options are generated by randomly reshuffling clips
of the original video.
Comparison to EgoVLP. Our main comparison is to
EgoVLP [55], since our model adopts the same architec-
ture and uses its EgoNCE as the short-term loss in the ob-
jective. However, while our method leverages a hierarchi-
cal contrastive training that makes use of summary infor-
mation, EgoVLP only focuses on short-term visual-textual
correspondences. For SummaryMCQ, we use parameter-
free averaging to compute the aggregate representation.

Table 1 shows the results.2 EgoVLP [55] and both vari-
ants of our HierVL perform similarly on EgoMCQ, con-
sistent with the fact this task requires short-term informa-
tion only. In contrast, HierVL-SA obtains significantly bet-

2The first row corresponds to the numbers reported in EgoVLP [55]
and the second row corresponds to the numbers that we reproduced using
the same codebase. We attribute the difference in performance to different
hardware configurations.

ter accuracy on the video-level (long-term) tasks, Summa-
ryMCQ and ShuffleMCQ. Specifically, HierVL-SA outper-
forms EgoVLP by more than 6% on SummaryMCQ. This
highlights our model’s ability to capture long-term intent
more effectively than the aggregated short-term features of
EgoVLP. On ShuffleMCQ, both EgoVLP and HierVL-Avg
are no better than chance (20%). This reflects how neither
model captures the temporal order information that is essen-
tial to distinguish between the original summary and shuf-
fled videos. Conversely, HierVL-SA exhibits stronger per-
formance, producing a gain of 6.8% over these models (a
relative gain of 34%). In short, our hierarchical learning
shines for the long-term video tasks, successfully encoding
the longer-term dependencies between events. We also ob-
serve that HierVL-SA outperforms EgoVLP with varying
model sizes. Thus, further scaling models would not dimin-
ish the need for our architecture (see Supp).

Ablating design choices. The bottom portion of Table 1
includes several variants of our HierVL, in order to ablate
the different design choices. Our proposed architecture has
three distinct components: (a) a hierarchical model that op-
erates at two levels (parent-level summaries and child-level
narrations), (b) use of text summaries as a supervision, and
(c) the joint training of these hierarchical annotations.

HierVL-w/o Joint is a variant used to investigate the
effectiveness of joint training (component c). We start
HierVL-w/o Joint with EgoVLP pretrained weights and
train the whole network (fv, fn, Agg) using summaries
only, i.e., without narrations. In this variant, the clip rep-
resentations are indirectly supervised by means of the par-
ent loss. We can see that while HierVL-w/o Joint achieves
decent results on the two video-level tasks, its performance
on EgoMCQ is much lower than that achieved by EgoVLP,
which is its initialization. This suggests that summaries by
themselves are not sufficient to supervise the learning of
strong clip-level representations.

HierVL-w/o Hier uses (b, c) but not (a), i.e., we use
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C picks the dough  
cutter with right hand

C combines dough
with both hands

C weighs dough on a
weighing scale

C puts dough in the
rolling machine

C was in a kitchen and prepared bread with X C was in bakery where they made bread rolls

Video 1 Video 2

C picks dough  
from dough divider 

C opens a
refrigerator  

C rolls dough on the
table with both hands

C pull a bucket under
the tap of water

Figure 4. Examples of video segments that are close in the embed-
ding space despite coming from different videos and representing
different short-term steps. Both the videos have the same high-
level objective, i.e. making bread.

summary supervision without a hierarchical model. We ran-
domly assign the summary text annotation to one of the
short-term segments. Importantly, this baseline uses the
same amount of supervision as our proposed HierVL, yet
it has overall lower performance (except for a marginal gain
on EgoMCQ Inter-video). This highlights the effectiveness
of our hierarchical training scheme.

HierVL-w/o Summ uses (a, c) but not (b), i.e., the su-
pervision does not come from the summary text. Note, this
represents the main idea from [100]. The parent-level posi-
tives for contrastive learning are fV and fN . The objective
of this ablation is to determine if high-level summaries are
needed, or whether an aggregation of narrations can serve
as a high-level representation. We observe that this variant
is considerably less effective than HierVL-SA on the two
video-level tasks of SummaryMCQ and ShuffleMCQ. This
is an important result, as it suggests that the high-level in-
tent expressed by the human annotator in the summary is
effectively captured by HierVL-SA and this human super-
vision cannot be adequately replaced by an aggregation of
short-term narrations.

Finally, HierVL-w/o Summ↔Narr investigates the
need for an additional text-only parent-level matching, as
given in Eq. (3). This ablation checks the effect of only
matching fV (V ) ↔ fn(S) vs. matching both fV (V ) ↔
fn(S) and fN (N) ↔ fn(S). We see that imposing ad-
ditional supervision between child and parent text features
does increase the performance on all validation sets.

4.2. Downstream Evaluation

We evaluate the representation learned by HierVL on
multiple downstream tasks.

Datasets. In addition to Ego4D [34] we use Charades-
Ego [74], which consists of 7,860 videos recorded from
both first and third person viewpoints, with 157 action

Method Verb ED ↓ Noun ED ↓ Act. ED ↓
Ego4D baseline [34] 0.7389 0.7800 0.9432
Robovision [17] 0.7389 0.7688 0.9412
I-CVAE [60] 0.7526 0.7489 0.9308
HierVL-w/o Hier 0.7691 0.7454 0.9451
HierVL-Avg (Ours) 0.7223 0.7527 0.9401
HierVL-SA (Ours) 0.7239 0.7349 0.9275

Table 2. Errors on Ego4D Long Term Anticipation (LTA) Chal-
lenge. ED is the edit distance at Z = 20, lower the better.

classes; EPIC-Kitchens-100 [15, 16], an egocentric video
of 100 hours of unscripted activities in 45 home kitchens
in 4 cities; and HowTo100M [63], a large-scale YouTube
dataset covering 23K visual “how-to” tasks.

Downstream tasks. We consider the following tasks:

• Long-Term Anticipation (LTA). Ego4D’s LTA chal-
lenge requires the model to predict the next 20 actions
given the current action (verb, noun). Metric is Edit
Distance (ED) [34].

• Action Recognition. Charades-Ego’s task requires
predicting the action among 157 categories. Metric is
mAP (mean average precision). We evaluate both the
zero-shot and fine-tuned settings.

• Multi-Instance Retrieval (MIR). EPIC-Kitchens-
100’s MIR is a text-to-video and video-to-text retrieval
task. Metrics are mAP and nDCG (normalized Dis-
counted Cumulative Gain) for both V→T and T→V.
We report their averages. Again, we evaluate in both
zero-shot and fine-tuned settings.

• Video Classification. To demonstrate the transfer abil-
ity of our pretraining, we perform linear probing on the
most frequent 100 classes in HowTo100M. Metric is
classification accuracy.

Throughout, we report relevant comparisons from the
best existing methods in the literature, as well as the
“w/o Hier” ablation, which uses the exact same summary
data/supervision as HierVL, hence pinpointing the influ-
ence of our hierarchical training idea.

Ego4D LTA: Tab. 2 shows results on the test set of
Ego4D LTA challenge. The models need to forecast the
future 20 actions, which is non-trivial even for humans. We
improve the state of the art in both verb and noun predic-
tions. Additionally, ours is the best performing method on
the public leaderboard at the time of submission (in Tab. 2
we only compare with published works). HierVL-w/o Hier
does not perform well despite also having access to the sum-
maries, thus asserting the effectiveness of our hierarchical
training. We use our learned representations fv and Agg
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Zero-shot
Method Task ckpt mAP PT ckpt mAP
EgoVLP [55] 25.0 19.4
HierVL-w/o Hier 24.6 24.5
HierVL-Avg (Ours) 25.2 23.9
HierVL-SA (Ours) 26.0 25.0

Fine-tuned
Method mAP
Actor [73] 20.0
SSDA [12] 23.1
I3D [12] 25.8
Ego-Exo [52] 30.1
EgoVLP [55] 32.1
HierVL-w/o Hier 32.6
HierVL-Avg (Ours) 32.6
HierVL-SA (Ours) 33.8

Table 3. Zero-shot (top) and fine-tuned (bottom) accuracy on
Charades-Ego action recognition. We outperform EgoVLP and re-
sist overfitting in the zero-shot case. Our fine-tuned performance
is the best reported in the literature to-date for this dataset.

Zero-shot
Method mAP Avg nDCG Avg
EgoVLP [55] 16.6 23.1
HierVL-w/o Hier 17.8 24.1
HierVL-Avg (Ours) 16.7 23.5
HierVL-SA (Ours) 18.9 24.7

Fine-tuned
Method mAP Avg nDCG Avg
MI-MM w/ S3D [88] 29.2 44.7
MME [83] w/ TBN [40] 38.5 48.5
JPoSE [83] w/ TBN [40] 44.0 53.5
EgoVLP [55] 45.0 59.4
HierVL-w/o Hier 44.7 59.8
HierVL-Avg (Ours) 44.9 59.8
HierVL-SA (Ours) 46.7 61.1

Table 4. Zero-shot and fine-tuned performance on EPIC-Kitchens-
100 dataset for multi-instance retrieval task.

Method Inference Accuracy
EgoVLP [55] Avg 53.4
HierVL-SA (Ours) Self-attention 54.6
HierVL-Avg (Ours) Avg 63.3
HierVL-SA (Ours) Avg 64.6

Table 5. Linear probe results on HowTo100M video classification.

followed by a multi-headed decoder, as in the baseline [34].
This result shows the effectiveness of both our learned fea-
ture aggregator (long-term) as well as short-term visual en-
coder fv .

Charades-Ego Action Recognition. Tab. 3 (top) shows
the zero-shot results. EgoVLP [55] reports overfitting
when transferring from Ego4D to Charades-Ego and hence
chooses another pretraining checkpoint. There is a sig-
nificant gap in the performance between the two check-
points. We report results on both—best performing pre-

training checkpoint (denoted as PT ckpt) and the check-
point chosen by EgoVLP (denoted as Task ckpt). Our model
does not overfit when transferring to Charades-Ego; our per-
formance on the corresponding checkpoints are 5.6% and
1.0% higher. In this downstream evaluation, only the short-
term visual encoder fv (frozen) is required. Clearly, our hi-
erarchical pretraining improves short-term features as well.

Tab. 3 (bottom) shows the fine-tuned results for the same
task. Here, to compare against state-of-the-art methods, we
fine-tune the model starting from our best pretrained check-
point (having 25.0% mAP for HierVL-SA). We outperform
the current state-of-the-art EgoVLP [55]. We fine-tune fv
for this task, showing improvement in the short-term fea-
tures. To our knowledge, ours is the best reported result for
this dataset in the literature.

EPIC-Kitchens-100 Multi-Instance Retrieval. Tab. 4
(top) shows the zero-shot results. We observe a gain of
2.3% mAP and 1.6% increase between the best method
and our HierVL-SA. Our HierVL-Avg is also slightly better
than the state-of-the-art method. In this task, we use both
the short-term encoders fv and fn (both frozen) and thus
this experiment also validates our claim of improved short-
term representations via hierarchical learning. Tab. 4 (bot-
tom) shows our fine-tuning results for the same task. We
fine-tune both fv and fn. We increase both metrics com-
pared to the state-of-the-art.

HowTo100M Video Classification. Tab. 5 shows the
results. In this linear probe setting, all of fv, fn and Agg
are frozen and only one additional linear layer is train-
able (trainable parameters 25.7K). We see that all of our
learned representations are better than the baseline EgoVLP.
Parameter-free averaging works well in video classifica-
tion [4]. Therefore, we add a special case of HierVL-SA
where we retain the pretrained fv and replace SA with av-
erage. This additional experiment also shows the superi-
ority of short-term features fv in HierVL-SA compared to
HierVL-Avg.

5. Conclusion
We introduce a novel hierarchical video-language em-

bedding. Whereas current embeddings are oblivious to the
long-term activity intent, HierVL focuses on both short-
term “what is the person doing now” and long-term “what
the person aims to do”. Through extensive experiments,
we show that this improves both short-term and long-term
video understanding. Our model pushes the state-of-the-art
on a variety of video challenges, including the overall best
performance in the literature on Charades-Ego action recog-
nition and Ego4D long-term anticipation.
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